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The essence which should percolate all these aspects of the core 
strategy for BoP is ‘community involvement through engagement’:  
Vis-à-vis a duty to consult with a broader range of  
general consultation bodies   
-   voluntary bodies whose activities benefit any part/ locality of Poole 
-   bodies representing various racial, ethnic or national groups in BoP 
-   bodies representing  the interests of various religious groups in BoP 
-   bodies representing  the interest of people with disabilities in Poole 
-   bodies representing businesses/ business people within the borough  
and wider stakeholders            
  -  various public services / infra-structure /strategic partnerships 
     (eg  inc. Housing Assocs., Schools & Colleges, Police, Health,  SWTrains) 
-   businesses:   19+ indiv.firms are wishing to participate (solicitors ?)  
-   individuals:  90+ indiv.residents wish to help in prep.of documents  
-   developers / agents / landowners: 56+ developers etc  are involved     

 
[The assumption is, that channelling consultation within the  
 Planning Processes will be increasingly via interest bodies and   
 defined stakeholders, and away from the individual who has  
 decided not to opt for specific inclusion as an ‘individual resident  
 stakeholder’ within the category (iii) as above. 
 This is likely to put a much greater emphasis upon Residents’  
 Associations – such as our DLRA  as being a recognised conduit  
 for individual residents to be engaged in the planning process.] 
 

BoP has already initiated the building blocks on an on-going basis 
from various existing databases, so that Planning Process database 
will encompass all relevant interested parties as outlined above: 
This can be amended accordingly so that all contact information 
will be held within a single database. 
Further, the role of elected councillors is reinforced, - and there is a 
commitment to external scrutiny.  
 

Again BoP Council asserts that it will in effect exceed its current 
minimum legal consultation requirements: 
Through choice of channel, feedback/ response, interaction, flexi-
bility and greater use of its website, to provide greater accessibility 
of information, better gearing of documentation eg via user-friendly  
versions/ summaries, and to facilitate one-to-one workshops where 
appropriate (in familiar settings). 
Yet, with a stated recognition that community engagement should 
not result in ‘consultation fatigue’;  with a BoP Marketing Officer 
responsible for such coordination, + 2.5 extra planning officers etc. 
 
Note: Our DLRA Committee has determined to be proactive in 
response to this initiative by putting in place strategy for direct  
representation at the start of Committee Meetings by members. 

*So watch this space* 
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 The Cockle ~ Encore                   
 

Researching obscured old ways, 
our mollusc stirs rich mud 
- much food for thought 

burgeoning appetite to trace. 
 

Outline past free slips and hards, 
where Poole flatties once lay 

traditional rights now lost 
to secure their open space. 

      ...and  
             whilst we all may aspire, 

to some private shoreline plot 
like the cockle this may lie 

between blocks and a hard place. 
          ~ a radically altered spot!  

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

NOTE  Poole flatties /canoes: 
formerly, the popular flat-bottomed,  

shallow draught, wooden rowing boats, 
some with their pointed sterns (canoes) 
- often used by oyster men, cocklers,  

trawlers (ie fishermen) & wildfowlers; 
later versions adapted for OB motors. 

 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

‘Cockle- doodle– ooh !’ 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
The Association has worked hard this year in looking 
after the interests of our community & in contributing 
constructively to issues of significance within Poole. 
Your committee has made every effort to respond to 
individual requests for support and advice, but life has 
been made difficult by the loss of several members 
during the year for personal reasons. A wide range of 
planning issues frequently dominated our business 
agenda, especially concerns over developments within 
Chaddesley Glen, Shore Road, Haven Rd, Durrant Rd 
and Compton Avenue, all of which, together with 
many other sites, we have made representations to the 
Council.  During the year something like 150 plan-
ning applications were considered.  The continual 
pressure  for development, and the consequent effects 
on the environment locally, and on trees specifically, 
are a major cause for concern. Associated with this is  
unhappiness about the siting of mobile phonemasts! 
However, our community may need to approach this 
problem with the realisation that the use of mobile 
phones is an integral part of most people’s daily lives 
now and that masts are, therefore, needed . This is an 
issue which like tp orders needs sensitive handling.  
 
Our DLRA has been fully involved in consultation on  
Borough-wide issues such as the Corporate Strategy, 
‘The State of the Area’ & Town Centre Regeneration   
Debates, and on the BoP budget strategy for 2006/’07. 
The beach replenishment programme has been moni-
tored and we have made an input into plans for the 
rebuilding of Lilliput Surgery. 

 
If you feel that you may have particular skills, experience or abilities and could give just 
a few hours a month to the Association, not necessarily on the committee but possibly in 
an advisory capacity, I should be delighted to hear from you.  
So if you can help or would like to discuss it further, please then call me on 01202 706270.  
                                                            Ian Lewis, 2 Hurst Hill, Lilliput, BH14 8LF   

Initiatives for the coming year include an effort to 
create a list of notable but unlisted buildings in the 
locality, more effort to protect existing green spaces 
and the possible erection of a memorial in our area to 
Commemorate the Salterns WW2 Flying Boat Station. 



Committtee Members ~ Contact Details 
 
President:           Mr H A Bowman  (Bertie)  
    Tel. 732321 
  
Chairman:           Mr Ian Lewis                             
    Tel. 706270 
  
Hon. Treasurer:  Mr Roger Exall                          
    Tel. 700183 
  
Minutes Sec.:      Mrs Barbara Cobb                    
    Tel. 700547 
   
Committee:          Mr Harry Alexander      
     Fax 700086   
     
                            Mr Adrian Borrill          
     Fax 708738 
  
                             Mr Ron Dyson                           
     Tel. 700376 
  
                             Dr Ray Hill                                 
                                  Tel. 707000 
  
                            Mr Ken Sanson            
                                 Tel. 708762 
  
                            Mrs Jenny Simpkin   
    Tel. 709156 
 
Annual General Meeting: Monday 24th April’06 
    @      The Haven Hotel,   Sandbanks    6.30  pm         

Ian Lewis 
email: lewisinlilliput@aol.com 

Roger Exall 
Flat 3, Minterne Grange 
24 Crichel Mount Road 
Poole, BH14 8LU 

DORSET LAKE  
  RESIDENTS’  

ASSOCIATION  

Committee News:  
 

Next Committee Meeting:    7pm 
Wednesday 24th May  ’06      Haven Hotel 
 

Matters Arising: 
         Listing Buildings 
Adrian Borrill, DL Committee Member,  
and a Structural Engineer, 
is continuing the task to conduct a review 

into the situation regarding the possible 
listing of important buildings throughout our 

locality which are currently unlisted. 
He would welcome contact & suggestions. 
 

        Memorial for Flying Boat Service Station 
Presentations have been made, and tacit 
support / agreements have been received. 

Ken Sanson is heading up working party. 
This project should now gain momentum  

Hot-off-the-Press                                           (revised)  
2 Compton Ave./   BoPPlanningComMeeting 20/04/06 
93 Lilliput Road    Plan’ Officer ’s report for approval 
 
 

4-6 Compton Ave. In abeyance ~ DL objection stands 
 

2 Bingham Ave.     DLRAs concerted objection to flats 
 

Alington Close /    DLRAs concerted objection to flats 
Shore Rd.              strong objection from DorsetCPRE  
 

Plot to rear of       Objection re: lack off-road parking 
Salterns Court       

Planning Poole Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) Adoption  
(adopted by BoP Council 16th. February 2006) 
The very day before the adoption of this important policy statement 
our Committee was able to welcome Peter Watson, Head of Planning 
for an open discussion which covered a wide range of planning issues. 
        ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
“Planning Matters: Corporate, Core Strategies” 
The BoP Council’s Statement of Community Involvement in the  
Planning Process is its response to UK national govt. legislation, 
which set out legal requirements under Article 8 of the revised  
Town & Country Planning Act. 
BoP has set benchmarks for the handling of planning applica-

tions to exceed minimum requirements. 
These are *increasing focus on pre-application discussions for   
                       significant applications 
                 *greater use of BoP website information available         
                       to applicants & consultants 
       *applicants required to undertake pre-submission 
                       consultations with local communities 
       *householders to undertake informal discussions 
                       with neighbours over proposals. 
       [Note: Thereby, consultation is ’encouraged’, but not  
                  expressed as being a mandatory requirement !] 
 

“Planning can be a positive activity, which acts in the public interest 
  to shape the places where people live and work.   
  Planning can offer local communities a real opportunity  
  to influence how they want their areas to develop.  
  This is best achieved with the early involvement of all interested 
   residents, organisations and other individuals at an early stage  
  before proposals are too advanced.   
  Community involvement will highlight local aspirations and  
  concerns, bring detailed local  knowledge and allow joint ownership 
  of the plans and proposals.   
  Effective community involvement is a key element of the 
  Government’s planning reforms.” 
  
The intention is that Councils should apply more ‘joined-up 
 thinking in shaping planning processes which are expected to 
 take greater account of community involvement, and provide 
 defined channels.  
Within this initiative, BoP will set out the broad types of 
development which will be planned to 2016: 
This will necessarily encompass/ focus upon housing, leisure, 
employment & retail (+ education ?),  
and determine issues of whether to extend urbanisation, 
or to concentrate centrally/ neighbourhoods. 
*It will specify locations, plus the amount of land (for the 4 foci)  
to be set aside as ‘site-specific detail’. 
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Parkstone Golf Course: 
400+  pine trees felled  
recently, yet BoP wsite  
refers to an application 
for five specimens only, 
+ Mobile Tree Masts !  

The green envelope 
has been significantly 
reduced in 70 years ! 

Various issues regarding  
the re-landscaping  of 
Compton Acres debated: 
Felling of 100 +  trees 
with no replant indicated!  

Paper delivered to 
DLRA Committee 
March 2006 



Poole and its surrounds have inspired other creative influences:  
The local historian and prolific writer of books Rodney Legg,  
Chair of Open Spaces Society, who was born in Bournemouth, 
has close family links with the hamlets of Purbeck heathland *. 
- fuelling his passion for rights of way, and countryside access. 
Moreover, Paul Hyland*, originally from our locality, wrote the 
much acclaimed, award winning  Purbeck The Ingrained Island 
also novels, poetry, music theatre, and work for radio/television. 
Thomas Hardy related our old town as Havenpool, whilst even 
Enid Blyton makes a Brownsea connection with Kirrin Island !       
Closer at hand, Mary Butts born at  Salterns, and Maud Diver, 
who lived  close to Lilliput, were popular writers in their times. 
Yet these, and most of the recognised authors of this area, did  
not recount local settings. Whereas, Mary Bawn and Patricia M. 
Wilnecker described  historical perspectives within their novels. 
 

Perhaps, our most famous son of Poole, was David John Moore 
Cornwell, - aka John Le Carré, who from his background of  
Sherborne Sch., Berne Univ., Military service in Austria, and 
British Foreign Service, created many espionage masterpieces   
such as  ‘The Spy Who Came In From The Cold’, ‘The Perfect Spy’, 
‘Tinker,Tailor,Soldier,Spy’ (with enigmatic, anti-hero George Smiley, 
played by Sir  Alec Guinness for the superb television dramatisation ). 
Whilst Poole certainly did not furnish Le Carré with a wealth of 
drab, austere & threatening, coldwar backdrops for his thrillers, 
it is believed that some of the characterisations are drawn locally. 
In particular, it is credited in ‘web-bios’, that his father Ronnie, 
a former town councillor, might well have been the basis for the 
the rather distant and brooding father-figure in ’The Perfect Spy’. 
It is also understood that Le Carré distanced himself from Ronnie, 
who was convicted for fraudulent property dealings locally: - 
Now that would make an interesting but incredulous storyline !  
 

Archive material most appropriate to the Dorset Lake locality can 
be found in various local history books, one of which is noted here:  
This fascinating collection of photographs & historical account  
appears in the chapter entitled ‘Flying Boats at Poole’1939-50’  in 
a major work on aviation in the South by Leslie Dawson (ref*), 
contains a wealth of information, which is relevant to research 
being conducted by our working party headed by Ken Sanson  
for a proposed memorial to commemorate the Flying Boat Service.  
   

All these many, and varied sources of information reconstruct a 
profile that has changed dramatically over the years, but has still 
retained a truly remarkable landscape; but for how much longer?  
For the inexorable pace and  the nature of change challenges us all.  
* References ~ 
Davies, Peter: ‘Art in Poole & Dorset’, PHistorical Trust (1987) ISBN 0 950491462  
Dawson. Leslie:‘Wings over Dorset etc’ Dorset Pub. Co.(1983)  ISBN 0 948699108  
Hyland, Paul: ‘Purbeck  The Ingrained Island’ Dovecote (1978) ISBN 0 946159653 
Legg, Rodney:’Purbeck’s Heath’ Dorset Publishing Co.  (1987) ISBN 0 902129791 

If you would like to help keep 
an eye on your local  path etc.   
please contact the Footnoters 
by fax on 01202 700086,  
or via email message sent to  
harryalexander@btconnect 

The locality served by the Dorset Lake Residents’ Assoc.                    Part Two ~ by ‘F and J’   
is going through a prolonged period of contested debate ! 
The pace of change is inexorably linked to shifts in lifestyle:  
In turn this greatly affects both our outlook and expectations.  
DLRA is frequently contacted by members with concerns that 
some redevelopment is impinging upon privacies, obscuring  
an aspect or view—even threatening levels of light enjoyed ! 
Also, variously -’trees being removed / hedges grubbed out’ 
and ‘the alignment of fencing is encroaching on boundaries’. 
Issues such as bespoiling a neighbourhood, ‘out-of-character’, 
threatening public amenities, are at the sharp end of the stick. 
Antagonists may cite NIMBYISM as a prime motivation here: 
Yet, such issues may bring people to the fore, to benefit us all. 
- for personal rights and freedoms underpin our communities; 
These may be jeopardised or eroded through lack of concern. 
 

Most perceive that the look of the area is being radically altered. 
Those with long memories refer to the sharp decline of Poole’s 
‘green envelope’, as being most noticeable when looking back 
from the Harbour waters towards the shoreline, then inland up 
slopes eventually leading to where the ridge forms the horizon. 
The eye can still discern the wooded areas / valley contours of 
Ashleydene, Steepdene, Blake Dene, Chaddesley Glen, Luscombe etc. 
(whilst Sandbanks represents a ’microcosm’, as its own entity). 
Indeed, we are extremely fortunate to have such a beautifully 
profiled area /locality where some balance may be maintained. 
The blocks of flats & offices increasingly dominate the skyline  
of Poole town centre, right up to the landmark Merck House. 
 -with the nurses’ home tower block and hospital on the fringe, 
(which generated so much debate and vitriol during the 1960s), 
then giving way to Poole Park—and our leafy suburbs beyond. 
   Within the ensuing panorama, the onlooker’s gaze is inevitably 
   drawn to the tower blocks at Salterns where upon the promontory 
   their strong profile is not softened by benefits of green landscape. 
 

With the passage of time, photographs, postcards, and paintings  
- alongside certain historical accounts, also personal narratives, 
serve to confirm changes to the area over the last 80 years or so.  
Yet, earlier chart /map references perhaps reveal a less leafy 
profile through their place names of Poole Heath & Iron Mills: 
Which suggests a preponderance of poor, acid heathland soils. 
Such topsoils could  only be subsequently improved, and later 
planted, after deep ploughings had broken down any hardpans. 
The original topography would have been scarred, as pits were  
dug to get at the bedded rich sands & clays, - and also to extract 
brown blocks with high ferro-content for local iron foundries. 
The green envelope has obscured much evidence of quarrying. 
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Depicting Broader Frames: ‘Outputs and Outcomes’ 

Extract from  
OS Map of 1811 
1847 reprint 

Flotsam & Jetsam’s 
 blue roan cocker ~- 
 ‘Monty’ 
        ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 



Therefore a reasonable assumption is, that much woodland     
was indeed planted—from stretches of conifers, to great oaks. 
Great oaks lined  the track which became Sandbanks Road 
(Note:  Few survive today eg the specimen upon the Beehive site), 
- and alongside other native species of tree, these were also 
planted near the shore, for eventual use in Poole’s shipyards. 
There they were crafted by shipwrights, such as those at the 
Meadus Yard, into schooners, barges and other sailing craft.   
This tradition of shipbuilding gave rise to the construction 
of  internationally famous yachts by the likes of Wanhills at 
Hamworthy, and in turn the craftsmen have passed on their 
skills which continue today with Sunseekers luxury cruisers.  
 

Just with the alterations to the topography, the profile of  
many of the buildings dotted along or flanking the shoreline,  
is changing radically, and over a relatively short span of time. 
As with the rapid expansion of our suburbs in the 1920s/30s 
building work is being carried out at such tremendous pace: 
 - with redevelopments, extensions, conversions and the like. 
So that many old buildings, with prominent roof tiles (some 
in blue or green), maybe with viewing towers, castellations, 
gables, etc., with intricate ornamentation of a fanciful style, 
and brick-built chimney stacks with pots often locally made,  
- are giving way to remarkable constructions of steel, render,  
plastics, and substantial glazing which reflects the sunlight. 
Various shoreline bungalows have almost all been replaced, 
and certain modern styles echo the flat-roofed seaside villas; 
Accompanied by flotillas of yachts at the summer moorings, 
the new ’shimmering’ buildings have been likened to jewels 
bedecking a creative masterpiece /an artist’s stunning canvas.  
 

Joseph Turner, the great artist of  topography and landscapes, 
captured  our Dorset Lakes in a quintessential Victorian setting.  
His canvas from Constitution Hill reveals an altered profile of  
intrinsic beauty: sweeping countryside and old winding lanes,  
down to the harbour shore before Parkstone Bay & Brownsea. 
  

  If Turner could magically revisit the area, would he possibly be 
  enraptured  by the exposed quality of superb light and sunset hues ? 
  - Today, might he be captivated by the Haven with passing yachts,  
  and by the multitude of board sailors and ’kiters on Whiteley Bay, 
  or be enchanted by the brilliant outlook from Harbour Heights ? 
 

Thro’ the 1920s /30s a group of notable artists took up residence 
in and around Dorset, but with a concentration in the Poole area. 
In the aftermath of the horrors of the Great War /’flu pandemic 
these artists were largely responsible for a colony centred here,  
(just as Newlyn etc. attracted a larger gathering in the west country). 
Prominent was Augustus John , who with Dorelia (McNeill), 
brought their family & ménage (inc.Fanny Fletcher) to Alderney 
Manor encouraged by the covert influence of Lady Wimborne. 

Waterwitch, built as a brig at Meadus Yard, Poole in 1870
- later registered at Fowey, and finally Jagarahu (Estonia);

JMW Turner’s watercolour view from Constitution Hill to Poole
across Parkstone Bay & the Dorset Lakes 
Evidence of tree felling / log hauling even in Victorian times  ?! 

Egeria built at Wanhill’s Yard (1830s
   108 feet overall in length, a champion schooner unbeaten
   in the ten years of her supreme yacht racing 1864 

They were followed by Henry Lamb who lodged at Hill Street, 
and became a frequent visitor often in the absence of Augustus, 
to Dorelia, who he was to later marry ! Then joined by Bernard   
Grimble, Leon Underwood, Leslie Ward, Arthur Bell (- already  
convalescing here) sharing studio facilities with Arthur Bradbury  
upon Constitution Hill, also Frank Dodman and Percy Wise.. 
. 

The group significantly developed outstanding local perspectives 
-a valuable essence of imaginative interpretations and poeticism, 
highlighting relationships between people, their places & trades: 
Featuring valuable paintings, etchings, some sculpture /pottery, 
- examples of which are in Poole Museum Services’ collection 
capturing a cross-section of townsfolk, street scene & landscape, 
(- which undoubtedly played a significant part in the influencing of 
 home grown artists Eustace Nash, Edgar Strickland & Arnold Knight). 
It also had bearing upon the artistic influences at Carters Tiles, 
once the foremost UK producer of coloured / elaborate tiling, 
and subsequent establishment of Poole Pottery Ltd in 1964 (ref *).   
 

Of our home grown artists, Eustace Nash, is well-remembered  
for his fine art of places around our locality: Born in Boscombe, 
Eustace lived his later years at Gorsehill Crescent, Longfleet. 
His pen & ink drawings of Poole circa 1928 include aspects of  
our Dorset Lakes area, and of scenes right across South Poole.  
His work was used in BoP tourist brochures. [His masterpiece  
‘Poole Quay from Hamworthy’  profiled Poole old town when 
viewed  from the Ham wild flower meadows (long since gone), 
which were beloved by the local kids & users of Poole Bridge.] 
These drawings do confirm the approaches to the strandlines as 
leafy slopes, the higher dunes at Sandbanks are clearly marked,  
whilst the avenues of Branksome Park & Dene were luxuriant ! 
Even allowing for artistic licence, this is important evidence...  
  Furthermore, Percy Wise was inspired by an abundance of dominant  
  trees, which he accurately portrayed in both their shape & structure. 
  Outstanding among his powerful art were ‘the Elms’ & ‘Chestnut’.  
 

Other revealing images have been captured upon film over time: 
The Lilliput shoreline, along with Poole Quay, featured briefly 
within the opening sequences of the 1965 action-packed drama 
The Heroes of Telemark starring Kirk Douglas & Richard Harris,  
with a multitude of local townsfolk recruited as the film extras, 
+ a familiar shunting engine for coal deliveries at Woods Yard 
- Bonnie Prince Charlie appeared /renamed as Oslo Havnevesen. 
Thereby a raid on the Vermork Plant in Nazi-occupied Norway 
in order to curtail the production of heavy water, was recalled. 
 

Without computer enhancement available today backdrop shots 
were quite convincing, taken before the old town plus its quays 
were so radically altered, and the gasworks were cleaned away!   
Our area was still wooded enough as to conceal most properties  
and this film clip attests to our much changed panoramic sweep.  
(Note: The eagle-eyed can spot our maritime pines are not Norwegian spruce.) 
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built as a brig at Meadus Yard, Poole in 1870 
later registered at Fowey, and finally Jagarahu (Estonia); 

s watercolour view from Constitution Hill to Poole 
the Dorset Lakes - over to the Purbecks 

Evidence of tree felling / log hauling even in Victorian times  ?!  

s Yard (1830s-1866) at Hamworthy  
108 feet overall in length, a champion schooner unbeaten 
in the ten years of her supreme yacht racing 1864 –1874 


